SPORTS

1986 American League Preview
Bluejays to repeat: As to surprise

By Michael Massaro

The Bluejays are poised to repeat in the American League. The defending champions, under the leadership of Manager Davey Johnson and skipper Gary Gentry, have a potent lineup, a strong pitching staff, and a stable of stars that make them a force to be reckoned with. The team's primary focus will be on improving their defense, which has been a weakness in past seasons. The Bluejays' lineup boasts a mix of power hitters and speedsters, making them formidable at the plate. Their pitching staff, led by ace John Smoltz, is poised to lead the league in ERA. The Bluejays are expected to dominate the AL East once again.

The Journal

Suffolk announces newspaper competition winners

Suffolk University announces the winners of its newspaper competition. The winners will receive cash prizes and recognition for their outstanding work. The competition, which is open to all students, aims to promote excellence in journalism. The winners will be recognized at a special ceremony to be held on campus. The competition categories include news reporting, feature writing, and photography. The winners will be announced in the upcoming issue of The Journal.
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SADU urges trustees to divest $1.5M

Suffolk students tour Soviet Union
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Metallica: No heavy metal Puppets

by Max Johnson

As the new wave of rock bands continue to dominate the music scene, the trend of using puppets in rock music has also seen its share of popularity. The latest example of this trend is Metallica, a well-known heavy metal band.

In their latest album, "The Black Album," Metallica has released a song titled "Puppets." The song features a unique fusion of heavy metal music and puppetry. The band members, known for their intense and powerful performances, have taken their music to a whole new level with the help of puppets.

The song "Puppets" is a tribute to the world of puppetry and its impact on the music world. It features a series of puppets, each with its own unique character and personality. The band members have managed to blend their music with the movements of the puppets, creating a seamless and captivating performance.

The song's lyrics are filled with references to various puppetry techniques and styles, making it a must-listen for puppetry enthusiasts and Metallica fans alike.

In conclusion, Metallica's "Puppets" is a testament to the band's ability to innovate and push the boundaries of music. With the help of puppets, they have created a unique and captivating performance that is sure to leave a lasting impression on their fans.
Get With The Program in 1986-87

DO YOU WANT

☐ To socialize with Boston's Best 

☐ right here in our Cafe?

☐ To be hypnotized while serving ice cream

☐ To bring the Stompers or the Fools to campus?

☐ To find out what Dr. Ruth Westheimer

☐ is really like?

☐ To revenge the nerds & enter risky business?

☐ To always know who's who & what's what?

☐ If you have checked any of the above,

☐ then come to the SAO and make it happen!

APPLICAITONS AVAILABLE NOW

FOR 1986-87 PROGRAM COUNCIL

DUE BACK TO SAO APRIL 4, 1986

A Reminder From Campus Ministry

If you are participating in the Rice Bowl Program, please continue until Easter, then submit your donations to Operation Rice Bowl. The address is:

Catholic Relief Services

1011 First Avenue

New York, NY 10022

or you can drop them off at the Campus Ministry.

Pettiness hampers election speeches
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Divestment resolution passes

Motion goes to Board of Trustees